Abstract: ChEMBL Beaker is an open source web framework, exposing a versatile chemistry-focused API (Application Programming Interface) to support the development of new cheminformatics applications. This paper describes the current functionality offered by Beaker and outlines the future technology roadmap.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, applications based on a client-server architecture have gained in popularity. In a typical workflow, a user interacts with a client-side interface via a web browser or native application running locally on the user’s computer or handheld device. The client-side forwards the processing task to a remote server, which then carries out the potentially computationally heavy task and returns results to the client-side interface.

Due to the wide range of available server solutions, software developers are often faced with the challenge of identifying the most suitable software stack, to expose methods and services of the server to the client-side interface. This important design decision may require tradeoffs between efficiency, flexibility and the number of available features offered by the software library. The lack of widely accepted and general standards in this area means that developers have to decide on the software stack...
each time they create a new application. Such a decision requires a broad knowledge of existing solutions and can take a lot of time, which may lead to a significant extension in the development time of the application. This issue is especially true in the field of computational chemistry, where chemical software libraries are often dependent on a complex hierarchy of low-level, operating system libraries and third-party software packages [1–3]. The technical challenge of installing chemical software libraries and their dependencies can prevent installation in local and production environments [4].

To remediate this, Beaker provides access to such libraries utilising the previously described client-server software model. The immediate benefit to both users and administrators is that Beaker is installed once and is then available to all applications, which have network access to the Beaker host. Beaker provides access to the most common functionality required by chemistry-oriented applications. The growing set of methods currently includes several molecular formats inter-conversion, fingerprint and descriptor calculation, 2D and 3D compound depictions, InChI [5] and InChI Key generation, as well as optical structure recognition. By design, all the core methods exposed by Beaker manipulate data provided by the user, i.e., there is no interaction with any chemical database or any other persistence layer apart from an optional caching mechanism.

Beaker is written in the Python programming language. As an interpreted, dynamically typed scripting language, Python quickly became one of the most widely used scripting languages and a foundation of many successful small- and large-scale web frameworks. Moreover, Python has become a very popular language in the fields of scientific computing, data analysis and cheminformatics. The reason for Python’s popularity in such fields is primarily due to the many new and powerful libraries it has at its disposal, e.g., scikit-learn, pandas, matplotlib and RDKit [6]. The choice of RDKit, as the primary cheminformatics library used by Beaker, was due to the authors’ familiarity and the excellent support provided by the RDKit community.

Beaker depends on a small number of software libraries, each of which is a de facto standard in the web server field. This makes it extremely easy to install and deploy Beaker, even in the most demanding of environments, which may include small embedded devices, such as Raspberry Pi [7] as well as large multi-core workstations. The list of Beaker software dependencies has been carefully chosen, in order to make the installation process as simple and robust as possible. All Beaker dependencies are open source and the core chemical components are RDKit and OSRA [8]. The ChEMBL group [9] also host a secure public instance of Beaker [10], which means the service does not even require a local installation.

Moreover, the extension of functionality offered by Beaker is also possible due its modular design. This allows developers to easily create and expose new methods, without depending on complicated software installations.

Beaker exposes all of its services via a RESTful API [11]. The simplicity and popularity of REST allows Beaker to be used as a backend for web-based widgets, mobile applications (Figure 1) and lightweight desktop tools. For example, Beaker can be used as a replacement web service backend for the ChemAxon MarvinJS chemical structure editor [12]. Finally, Beaker provides live, online documentation, generated automatically from the Python codebase. The documentation follows the SPORE specification [13] and provides interactive examples for each method exposed by Beaker.
Fig. 1. An example of Beaker-based mobile application. A user takes a photo of small molecule using a mobile device application. The mobile application sends a chemical image to Beaker RESTful API, which then converts the image to a standard chemical structure format.

2. Results and Discussion

Beaker offers the following benefits both to the end user and the cheminformatics developer:

- **Ease of Use**—Access RDKit and OSRA via a documented RESTful API.
- **Application Development**—Beaker can speed up the process of creating new chemistry oriented applications.
- **Simple Installation**—All software dependencies are reduced to a minimum, making the Beaker installation trivially simple in most cases.
- **Speed**—Beaker uses the Tornado asynchronous networking library [14], which results in very efficient network access.
- **Security**—Beaker provides control over cross-origin policy by supporting CORS [15] to guard against cross-site request forgery attacks. It also provides throttling module to prevent DDOS attacks and offers IP black/white listing and a configurable limit on maximum uploaded file size. GET methods use URL-safe base64 parameter encoding, which prevents the injection of malicious content in URLs processed by Beaker.
- **Flexibility**—Beaker functionality can be easily extended by writing custom modules.
- **Configurability**—Fully configurable web server deployment.
- **Portability**—Beaker can be installed on any platform with an available Python interpreter.
- **No Costs**—Beaker is an open source software project, which uses free and open source tools and libraries.

The current release of Beaker (ver. 0.5.34), provides users with 36 distinct methods and each method can be accessed by a GET or POST request. When compared to similar services provided by other groups, such as ChemSpider [16] and National Cancer Institute [17], Beaker provides a greater number of methods and range of functionality. Another advantage Beaker offers over many equivalent services is that it is an open source project and its source code is available online, which means it does not “blackbox” any of its functionality from end users. The source code for Beaker is also registered in
the Python Package Index (PyPI), making it possible to easily install a local instance of Beaker. This means that Beaker can be run securely behind a company’s firewall, which is often a very important requirement due to a companies’ proprietary nature of chemical structures.

3. Conclusions

In conclusion, Beaker can help streamline the development of chemistry-focused applications, by centralising the deployment of chemical software libraries and providing access via a language agnostic RESTful interface. Future versions of Beaker will introduce the concept of a “chemistry-backend”. This will allow a developer to explicitly choose the chemistry toolkit (e.g., RDKit, Indigo [18] or OpenBabel [19]) for a particular operation, such as structure image rendering. Furthermore, scalability will be addressed in future Beaker releases. This will be achieved by taking advantage of the Python multiprocessing [20] package, which will allow the contents of the file to be processed in parallel, significantly speeding up the SD [21] file processing time. Finally, it is hoped that the community of cheminformatics’ developers and users will benefit from this new resource and contribute their own enhancements and use cases.
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Availability

Beaker source code can be accessed online using the following link: https://github.com/mnowotka/chembl_beaker. It can be installed directly via python setup tools by invoking the following command: “pip install chembl_beaker”. ChEMBL group provides public instance of Beaker software available directly using following URL: https://wwwdev.ebi.ac.uk/chembl/api/utils/docs or using python client library called “chembl_webresource_client” available in PyPI and GitHub: https://github.com/chembl/chembl_webresource_client.
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